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Congress has held several hearings concerning marketing and sales practices by private Medicare 
plans.  Often the focus of these hearings has been on sales practices by plans, their agents and 
their brokers, and the extent to which more oversight of those practices is required.1  A related 
question, and one not directly addressed at the Congressional hearings, is the extent to which the 
agency within the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) that oversees the Medicare 
program, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), has the legal authority to 
regulate advertising by Medicare Advantage (MA) plans and prescription drug plans (PDPs)2.
Further, if CMS has such authority, is the agency doing all that it can to ensure that Medicare 
beneficiaries get all of the information they need to make informed choices about delivery of 
their health care? 

This policy brief explains the legal authority of CMS to regulate advertising and information 
issued by the private companies with which it contracts to provide a public benefit to Medicare 
beneficiaries.  The policy brief contains an analysis of relevant statutory, regulatory, and case 
law.  It also suggests additional steps CMS could take to protect consumers under its current 
authority.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

Marketing Standards 

In 1997, when Congress created Medicare Part C, then known as the Medicare+Choice program, 
Congress included provisions concerning marketing of the private plans offered under the newly 
created Medicare component.3  Some of the provisions address marketing activities by health 
plans and their agents and so are not relevant to the authority to regulate the content of plan 
advertisements.4  Other provisions, however, create a specific process for review by HHS of the 
content of all marketing materials and application forms.  This review is conducted by CMS. 

The statutory provisions prohibit health plans from distributing marketing materials and 
application forms until at least 45 days after submitting such materials to CMS for review.  CMS 
is to review each material and form under guidelines it develops to determine whether the 
material or form is “materially inaccurate or misleading or otherwise makes a material 
misrepresentation.”5  Congress envisioned that CMS would develop standard language for such 
materials and accorded marketing materials that follow model CMS language special treatment.  
The statute provides that marketing materials that use model language created by CMS without 
any modification only need be submitted to CMS 10 days in advance of their use.6  Materials 
approved for use in one area of the country are deemed approved for use in other areas without 
the need for additional review. 

When Congress created Medicare Part D in 2003, it gave CMS the same authority as under Part 
C over marketing materials and application forms developed and used by Part D PDPs.  The Part 
D statute says that the Part C statutory provisions apply to Part D marketing.  Hence, Part D 
plans must submit their marketing materials and applications forms to CMS for review 45 days 
before distribution, with a shortened time frame for materials that use the model CMS language.7
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The Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 (MIPPA), enacted in July 
2008, added statutory provisions concerning marketing to include further restrictions on 
activities by plans, their agents, and brokers.  MIPPA also requires that, for plan years beginning 
on or after January 1, 2010, the name of each MA plan and each PDP must include the plan type. 
The Secretary of HHS is authorized to develop standard terminology to be used by MA plans.8

Congressional delegation to HHS of authority to regulate marketing by private plans did not 
begin with Medicare Part C. Even before Part C was enacted, Congress had authorized HHS to 
regulate marketing for Medicare supplemental health insurance (Medigap) policies, which are 
offered by private companies.  The relevant statutory provisions authorize HHS to oversee 
standards for the type of Medigap policies to be sold, when the policies may be sold, and to 
whom they may be sold.  They include disclosure statements and notice requirements, and they 
establish both civil and criminal penalties for statutory violations.9

REGULATORY AUTHORITY 

Authority to Issue Regulations 

The Medicare statute contains an express delegation to HHS, and hence to CMS, to make and 
publish rules necessary to the efficient administration of the Medicare program.10  This 
delegation of authority has been recognized and cited by various federal courts throughout the 
years,11  including in cases involving complaints against health care plans and their agents for 
marketing fraud in the sale of MA plans.12

Additionally, Congress specifically authorized HHS to establish, through regulation, standards 
for Part C plans that are consistent with Part C and that are necessary to carry out the rest of the 
Part C statutory provisions.  Congress authorized HHS to create, periodically review, and revise 
standards for Part D PDPs, with the caveat that regulations that impose new, significant 
regulatory requirements on a drug plan or its sponsor may only be implemented at the beginning 
of a calendar year.13

What the Regulations Say 

The Part C and Part D marketing regulations contain virtually identical language.  The 
regulations define marketing materials as materials targeted to Medicare beneficiaries.  
Marketing materials promote a Part C or Part D plan, inform beneficiaries that they may enroll or 
remain enrolled in a plan, explain the benefits of enrolling in the plan or the rules that apply to 
enrollees, and, most significantly, explain how services are covered, including any conditions 
that apply to such coverage.14  According to the regulations: 

Examples of marketing materials include, but are not limited to:  general audience 
materials such as general circulation brochures, newspapers, magazines, television, radio, 
billboards, yellow pages, or the internet.15

As required by the Medicare statute, the regulations establish standards for CMS review of all 
marketing materials and enrollment forms and indicate that CMS may provide additional 
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standards in guidance.  CMS review includes a determination that materials provide information 
“in a format (and, where appropriate, print size), and using standard terminology that may be 
specified by CMS…”16  Among the information to be provided is an “adequate” written 
description of plan rules, including network limitations, and information necessary to help 
beneficiaries “make an informed decision” about whether to enroll in the plan.  CMS must also 
determine that marketing materials “are not materially inaccurate or misleading or otherwise 
make material misrepresentations.”17

CMS Guidelines 

CMS issues Medicare Marketing Guidelines (Guidelines) for MA plans and PDPs, as well as for 
the other private Medicare health plans such as cost plans, to supplement and expand upon the 
regulations.  The Guidelines are relied on heavily by plans and by CMS.  However, the 
Guidelines and other such agency guidance manuals are not enacted pursuant to the same formal 
legal process as are regulations, which require publication in the Federal Register and an 
opportunity for public comment before they are adopted as final.  As a result, they are not 
accorded the same legal deference as are regulations when a question arises about the agency’s 
interpretation of the governing statute18.  Nonetheless, as a practical matter, the Guidelines often 
drive day-to-day decisions by plans and their agents. 

The Guidelines define marketing materials in more detail than the regulations and include a 
definition of advertising.  Advertising materials include radio, television, and print ads.19  They 
must include a statement that the organization contracts with the federal government.  Radio and 
TV ads must include the plan’s toll-free number.  In addition, the Guidelines provide suggested 
language for Medicare sponsors to disclose information about plan and benefit restrictions and 
limitations.  For example, CMS recommends marketing materials for HMOs include the 
statement, “enrollees must receive all routine care from plan providers; care provided by an out-
of-network provider will not be covered by Medicare or the plan.”  CMS also recommends that 
private fee-for-service plans state that the “doctor or hospital must agree to accept the plans’ 
terms and conditions prior to providing services, except emergencies.” 
In some areas, the Guidelines provide greater flexibility for plan advertisements than for other 
marketing materials.  For example, advertisements are not expected to contain as much detailed 
information as other marketing materials.  Additionally, while all pre-enrollment and post-
enrollment materials must be printed in 12-point font size, the Guidelines allow plans to use 
smaller font sizes in advertisements, other than brochures and direct mail pieces, as long as the 
majority of the text and the footnotes are in the same font size.20

The Guidelines also establish an expedited review process for certain marketing materials and 
enrollment forms that is not found in the regulations.  “File & Use” review is designed to 
streamline CMS review where organizations use model materials without modification or 
sponsoring organizations certify they have followed the Guidelines.  Advertisements are among 
the marketing materials that are eligible for the streamlined File & Use review.21

The File & Use process has two separate components.  Under File & Use Certification, the 
sponsoring organization submits the marketing materials to CMS five days before their 
distribution along with a certification by its chief executive officer or chief financial officer that 
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the materials are accurate, truthful, and not misleading.  The model File & Use Certification 
contained in the Guidelines states that the organization agrees to retract and revise materials that 
CMS determines to be misleading or inaccurate, and that organizations may be accountable for 
beneficiary financial loss as a result of mistakes in marketing materials.  Since 2006, the 
Guidelines have strongly encouraged all organizations to use File & Use Certification for all 
marketing materials that qualify for reduced review. 22

In addition, CMS determines that some organizations qualify for less stringent review and they 
can submit certain marketing materials, including advertisements, five days in advance without a 
certification under File & Use Eligibility.  Organizations that qualify for File & Use Eligibility 
have had contracts with CMS for at least eighteen months, or have submitted eighteen months 
worth of materials, and 90% of the materials reviewed for the previous six months must have 
been found to be acceptable by CMS.  An organization can lose its eligibility by distributing 
materials that are not acceptable, i.e., that are misleading or inaccurate, or by failing to file two 
or more marketing materials five days in advance of distribution.23

CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

Private entities that offer health plans under Medicare Part C and/or Part D do so pursuant to 
contracts with CMS.24  CMS is authorized to include in its contracts with Part C plans any terms 
and conditions that the agency finds necessary and appropriate, so long as such provisions are 
not inconsistent with the Medicare statute.25  Part D plan sponsors, as part of their contract, must 
agree to comply with the applicable requirements and standards and the terms and conditions of 
payment under Part D.26

Each year CMS issues a “Call Letter” that provides private health plan sponsors information 
needed to offer a health plan under Part C or Part D for the following year.  The 2009 Call Letter, 
issued on March 17, 2008, for entities wishing to continue their contracts or to offer new 
contracts in 2009, contains an entire section devoted to marketing.27  The Call Letter indicates 
that CMS will be moving towards standardized documents, rather than model documents, “to 
reduce variability and to ensure documents are more understandable and free of errors…”28  The 
Call Letter also describes additional quality control measures that CMS will institute in response 
to the many inaccurate or incomplete marketing materials they have received.29

COURT CASES 

There are no reported court decisions involving a challenge by a Part C or Part D plan sponsor to 
the authority of CMS to regulate marketing activities.  On the other hand, several law suits have 
been filed in recent years by Medicare beneficiaries who allege that Part C or Part D organization 
marketing activities, including advertising, violate various state consumer protection and other 
state laws.  In defending these law suits, health plan sponsors rely on CMS’s authority to regulate 
health plans as part of their litigation strategy.30  They allege that federal authority to oversee 
private health plans requires the cases to be litigated in federal court, not in state court, and/or 
preempts the state law claims.  One court referred in its decision to the authority of CMS to 
regulate MA plans,31 but none of the courts have addressed the authority of CMS to issue 
marketing regulations or guidance or the content of the regulations or guidance. 
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Courts also have not addressed specifically the issue of whether CMS can impose restrictions on 
the content of any marketing materials issued by Part C and/or Part D organizations.  Based on 
other court rulings, however, it is unlikely that a challenge to CMS regulations would succeed.  
The Supreme Court has ruled that regulations issued by the Secretary of HHS, which prohibit 
recipients of funds under Title X of the Public Health Service Act from engaging in abortion 
counseling, did not violate the First Amendment.  Applying the ruling in that case to Medicare 
marketing issues, a Part C or Part D sponsoring organization would have to show that the 
requirements imposed by CMS on plan advertising restrict speech outside the context of the 
Medicare program in order to be successful in its challenge.  As the Supreme Court stated, “. . . 
when the Government appropriates public funds to establish a program it is entitled to define the 
limits of that program.” 32

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVED OVERSIGHT 

The Part C and Part D programs are premised on beneficiaries having sufficient information to 
make an informed choice about how they receive their Medicare benefits.33  Congress gave CMS 
broad authority to make sure that marketing materials, including advertisements, are clear, 
accurate, and not misleading.  Using existing authority, CMS can take a number of additional 
steps to ensure that advertisements are used effectively to promote consumer choice. 

Stronger Oversight of Plan Marketing Materials 

First and foremost, CMS could use its existing statutory and regulatory authority to engage in 
greater oversight of plan materials.  CMS has the authority to take corrective action against 
sponsoring organizations that misrepresent or falsify information to CMS or to individuals.  
CMS may impose civil money penalties against a plan, suspend marketing activities, suspend 
enrollment, and/or suspend payment.  These sanctions are supposed to remain in place until CMS 
determines that the plan corrected the activity which gave rise to the sanction and until CMS is 
satisfied that the activity will not reoccur.34

In an ideal world, however, oversight would occur before advertisements reach the marketplace 
and not in response to complaints arising from inaccurate or misleading information.  While the 
shear number of marketing materials may make review of every document difficult, Congress 
outlined in the Medicare statute a process for CMS to follow that takes into account the difficulty 
of the task.  Plans can submit their advertisements and other marketing materials to CMS closer 
to distribution time if they use model language without modification.  Ads approved for use in 
one region of the country can be used in all regions without re-submission. 

CMS’ File & Use review process helps health plans and CMS by providing for a shorter time 
frame for advance submission of advertisements than Congress authorized for materials that use 
model language (5 days in advance of distribution as opposed to 10 days).  From a consumer 
perspective, however, the File & Use process does not provide a sufficient opportunity for 
agency oversight and review.35  The very short time frame for submission before distribution 
makes it less likely that CMS will actually look at the materials or, if the agency does review 
them, will have sufficient time to catch misrepresentations and subtle marketing ploys.  Virtually 
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any sponsoring organization can use the File & Use Certification process for submission of ads, 
even if the ads do not use CMS model language, and even if CMS has rejected the organization’s 
marketing materials previously. 

Furthermore, it is unclear whether CMS even has the authority to implement File & Use review 
as the system provides for a shorter time frame for review than the Medicare statute.  The 
Marketing Guidelines that delineate the process were not adopted pursuant to the more formal 
process for adopting regulations.  As discussed below, courts have not given deference to agency 
interpretations of a statute that conflict with a clear statutory statement and that are agency 
guidance, not regulations.36

The Supreme Court established a hierarchy of authority when questions arise concerning a 
government agency’s interpretation of a statute.  Clear, unambiguous statutory language rules 
over an agency interpretation that conflicts with the statute.  If the statute is unclear or silent, 
courts will defer to an agency’s interpretation where Congress delegated to the agency the 
authority to issue rules, and the agency’s interpretation was promulgated under that authority. 37

Not all agency interpretations qualify for deference, however, and courts look differently at 
regulations and agency policy manuals. The Supreme Court twice declared that deference was 
not due to agency interpretations contained in agency manuals.  The fact that a contract between 
CMS and another entity requires the entity to comply with CMS guidance does not give CMS 
interpretation contained in its manual the same legal effect as the statute or regulations.38  Since 
the Medicare statute is clear and unambiguous concerning the time frames for review of Part C 
and Part D marketing materials, an argument may be made that CMS lacks authority to shorten 
that time frame through its File & Use review. 

Additionally, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) continues to report that CMS oversight of 
marketing materials has not been as thorough and consistent as it could be.39  Most recently, the 
OIG reviewed Part D marketing materials, including advertisements.  The OIG found, among 
other things, that CMS at the time of the report had not completed a retrospective review of 
materials approved under the File & Use process to determine whether the materials followed 
CMS standards; that review of marketing materials conducted under the standard review process 
were inconsistent; that CMS does not include elements pertaining to marketing materials in its 
performance audits of Part D plans; and that the CMS system for tracking marketing materials 
could not identify all of the materials filed.  Seventy-three percent (73%) of advertisements 
reviewed did not adhere to at least one element of the Guidelines. The OIG reiterated its 
recommendation from its 2000 report that CMS develop standard review instruments for 
marketing materials, and suggested that the protocols be included in the Marketing Guidelines.  
The OIG also recommended that CMS increase its monitoring of File & Use materials by 
conducting more frequent and more complete retrospective reviews, and that CMS enforce use of 
the current tracking system for materials.40

If CMS continues the File & Use processes, it could also restrict File & Use Certification review 
to materials that use language and/or a format it developed.  Where CMS determines that an ad is 
misleading or inaccurate, CMS could hold the sponsoring organization financially responsible to 
an aggrieved beneficiary for his/her resulting losses, as the model File & Use Certification states, 
so that beneficiaries do not have to pay for health care costs that otherwise would have been paid 
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for by Medicare.41  Currently, beneficiaries may be allowed to disenroll from a plan based on 
misleading or inaccurate advertisements or other marketing activities.  They are not 
compensated, however, for out-of-pocket expenses for the health services that would otherwise 
have been covered by Medicare or a Medicare supplemental insurance (Medigap) policy had 
they not changed health coverage based on misleading promises in advertisements.42

CMS could also tighten the criteria it uses to determine File & Use Eligibility, limiting its use to 
organizations that have had contracts with CMS for three or more years and requiring that all 
reviewed marketing materials within the past year have been accurate.  Additionally, CMS could 
perform spot checks of advertisements to ensure that organizations continue to comply with all 
of the requirements.   

CMS has used its enforcement powers to suspend marketing activities by sponsoring 
organizations where the organizations and their agents have engaged in activities such as door-
to-door sales and misleading sales presentations that violate the Medicare statute, regulations, 
and Marketing Guidelines.  CMS could apply similar sanctions against sponsoring organizations 
that consistently use radio, television, and print advertisements that misrepresent or misinform 
the public about plans offered by the organizations. 

Standardized Forms and Language 

CMS could ease its oversight burdens by requiring greater use of standardized forms or 
standardized language.  The use of more standardized forms and language would also help 
consumers by reducing inaccurate and misleading materials, including advertisements.   

Standardized forms and language are different from model language and documents.  Unlike 
model documents, standardized documents and standardized language are not created by CMS in 
isolation. CMS is required by federal law to solicit input from all interested parties when it 
proposes to require the use of standardized documents.  Pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction 
Act (PRA) of 1995, all federal agencies must post a notice in the Federal Register and provide 
the public with an opportunity to comment on the proposed documents to be used, both as to 
content and as to the burden of having to comply with the agency requirement.43  While CMS 
sometimes uses its various electronic mailing lists to solicit comments from stakeholders on its 
draft model documents,44  there is no official publication of these documents in the Federal 
Register as there is with publication of standardized documents subject to the PRA.  Thus, 
standardized documents that go through the PRA process may be compared to regulations which 
go through a similar notice and comment process.  Model documents may be compared to the 
more informal agency guidance such as the Marketing Guidelines.  Plans are bound to use 
standardized documents while they may not be bound to use model documents. 

CMS acknowledges that plans do not use suggested or model language.  Hence, the 
announcement in the 2009 Call Letter of the move towards standardized materials, starting with 
the standardized combined annual notice of change (ANOC) and evidence of coverage (EOC) 
for the 2009 plan year.  Because the ANOC/EOC is now a standard document, rather than a 
model document, CMS published a notice in the Federal Register announcing use of the standard 
ANOC/EOC and giving the public the opportunity to comment on its use.45
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The ANOC/EOC is not the first time that CMS has exercised its statutory and regulatory 
authority to require the use of standardized materials developed by the agency, however.  CMS 
has required MA plans and PDPs to use a standardized summary of benefits (SB), which 
provides current and potential enrollees with information about the benefits offered by the plan, 
for many years.46  CMS requires plans to use other standardized documents such as notices of 
appeal rights at certain levels of the Part C and Part D appeal processes.47

Moreover, CMS’ explanation for the use of the standardized ANOC/EOC – “to reduce variability 
and to ensure documents are more understandable and free of errors…”48 – and its explanation 
for use of the standardized SB – “to allow beneficiaries to more easily compare the benefits 
offered by different organizations”49 – are equally applicable to the advertisements developed by 
health and drug plans.  Television, radio, and print ads can be misleading, particularly if they do 
not contain pertinent information.  And, without common elements, it can be difficult to compare 
the products in the different ads.  CMS has the same authority over these marketing materials as 
over the ANOC/EOC and SB.  Thus, CMS could require, for example, that all television, radio, 
and print ads contain standard elements, such as plan name and type, premium amount, and 
network and other restrictions.

CMS also has the authority to require plans to use the language concerning plan networks and 
other requirements that it has already developed.  Congress implicitly assumed that CMS would 
develop standardized language when it authorized CMS to expedite review of materials that do 
not deviate from the language developed.  CMS will need to develop standardized plan names 
and descriptions pursuant to the new provisions in MIPPA, and the new language will need to be 
in place before marketing begins for the 2010 plan year.  CMS could issue a PRA notice that 
allows the public to comment on the current language concerning networks as well as the 
language concerning standardized plan names. 

CMS will need to be vigilant in both developing standardized documents and in overseeing their 
use. The recent report by the OIG on marketing materials for prescription drug plans found that 
both model and standardized documents for PDP sponsors were inconsistent with the Marketing 
Guidelines and failed to include specific language the Guidelines require to be included in the 
documents.  The OIG also found problems with language developed by plan sponsors. The OIG 
recommended that CMS continue its efforts to revise model and standardized documents so that 
they include all of the required information.50

Font Size 

CMS could eliminate the distinction in its Marketing Guidelines concerning font size for print 
ads and font size for other materials.  Unlike pre- and post-enrollment marketing materials, ads 
satisfy the Guidelines if they use a font size that is smaller than 12 points, and the “majority” of 
the text and footnotes are in the same, undefined font size.  Although these other materials 
convey more detailed information about plans and benefit structure, the reasons to establish a 
minimum font size are the same for all marketing materials.  As the Guidelines state with regard 
to font size for plan member materials, “[r]eadability of written materials is crucial to informed 
choice…”51
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Additionally, the Guidelines do not define the term “majority.”  This leaves open the possibility 
for 49% of a print advertisement to be in a font that is difficult to read for people with visual 
impairments.  There are no restrictions on the information that could be in the smaller print size.    
Advertisements could be required to use 12-point font.  If they contain different font sizes, CMS 
should require, at a minimum, that all CMS-required standardized language be in the larger, 12-
point font. 

Other Suggestions Concerning the Content of Advertisements 

Types of plans:  Consumers experience confusion when ads contain generic statements about 
plans offered by a specific sponsor without identifying the type of plan.  The new statutory 
requirement that plan names also include their plan type will help in ads that use a plan name. 
For example, a sponsor will have to refer to its plan as “Gold Plan HMO,” rather than just “Gold 
Plan.”  The requirement does not address the confusion that arises when ads refer only to the 
sponsoring organization and do not indicate that that organization may offer multiple MA plans 
as well as multiple PDPs.  CMS could limit advertisements from a plan sponsor to one type of 
plan, for example, HMOs or PPOs, rather than allowing ads to appear as if all of the offerings 
from the sponsor are for the same type of plan.  Where CMS allows marketing materials to 
promote more than one type of plan, the materials could list benefits separately so as to 
distinguish among the plans offered.52

Ads directed towards the larger Medicare population:  Enrollment in a Part C or a Part D 
plan is generally open to all Medicare beneficiaries, regardless of age and health status, who live 
in the plan’s service area and who have the requisite parts of Medicare.53  Other than Special 
Needs Plans (SNPs), which can limit enrollment to certain populations, Part C plans are 
prohibited from discriminating in enrollment and coverage, including discrimination based on 
health status.54  Part D plans must have sufficient access to pharmacies in their network, 
including pharmacies that serve residents of long-term care facilities.55  Thus, Part C and Part D 
plans in their advertising campaigns need to make sure that they reach out to all populations of 
Medicare beneficiaries who live in their service areas, regardless of age, health status, race, or 
ethnicity.  CMS could review ads more carefully to ensure that they are directed to the larger 
Medicare population.

Endorsements:  Many advertisements contain endorsements by individuals who are purported 
to be enrolled in the plan being advertised.  Some contain endorsements by celebrities such as 
sports and television stars.  CMS could incorporate into its Guidelines and its plan contracts a 
reminder that plan sponsors are required to comply with the standards developed by the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) for endorsements and testimonials in advertisements.56 Under FTC 
rules, endorsements do not have to use the exact words of the endorser, but they must reflect the 
endorser’s opinions or experiences. They cannot contain representations that are deceptive or 
that cannot be substantiated. If the endorser is a celebrity, then the advertiser must continue to 
make sure that the endorsement remains the view of the celebrity. If the advertisement says that 
an endorser used a product, the endorser must be a true user.57 Unless an advertisement uses 
actual consumers, ads that appear to present an endorsement from consumers must disclose that 
the endorsers are not actual consumers.58 It is unclear whether endorsements and testimonials in 
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advertisements that do not differentiate among the plans offered by a particular sponsor meet the 
FTC standards, given that the endorser may only have knowledge about one particular plan.  
CMS could reject any advertisement that is questionable and refer the advertisement to the FTC 
for review. 

Other Opportunities to Reduce Confusion in Advertising 

Not all of the problems generated by advertising by Part C and Part D plan sponsors can be 
addressed by changes to marketing standards or review of marketing materials.  Some of the 
confusion results from the nature of the program itself.  Part C and Part D provide for a wide 
array of plan types with different benefit structures and other variables concerning access to care. 
The large number of plans approved by CMS means that beneficiaries may be overwhelmed by 
advertisements.  Even where the number of plan sponsors is limited, each plan sponsor may be 
approved by CMS to offer so many plans that advertising for those plans becomes difficult to 
understand.  CMS could use its contract process to limit the number of plans each organization 
can offer in an effort towards reducing confusion.  Congress could take steps to standardize 
benefit packages, making comparisons easier for beneficiaries. 

Plan names can be an advertisement in and of themselves.  Plans may have words like “value” or 
“gold” or “reward” as part of their name.  Some sponsors offer several different plan types with 
the same or similar name.  An advertisement for Organization X’s “Silver Plan” may in fact be 
an advertisement for several different MA plans and several different PDPs all of which have the 
word “Silver” in their name.59  CMS could correct this through the plan bid process by requiring 
that plans use more relevant terms in their titles, and by rejecting multiple plan offerings from a 
plan sponsor where each has the same or a similar name.   

CONCLUSIONS 

CMS oversight of Part C and Part D plan television, radio, and print advertisements stems from 
statutory, regulatory, and sub-regulatory authority.  Many of the mechanisms are already in place 
to ensure that ads convey accurate and complete information to beneficiaries about the plans that 
are available to them.  CMS could provide additional protections and ensure dissemination of 
more effective information by enforcing current standards for advertisements and by utilizing its 
existing authority to toughen requirements on the content and format of advertisements.  
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